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The first 10 minutes of this exam is intended for reading and question planning



Once complete, you must save this file with your Candidate Number as the file name
and send to exams@cipd.co.uk by no later than 14.15 (UK time)



You should only type in the answer boxes provided, do not make any changes to the
exam question or other parts of the paper.

A note from your Chief Examiner:
1. Look carefully at each question and spend some time identifying exactly what is required.
2. Set out some brief notes that provide you with a structure for your answer.
3. Keep referring back to these notes and to the question(s) as you write your answer.
4. After writing each answer, check carefully that every part, both within and between the
question(s) is answered.
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RULES OF EXAMINATION
By submitting your work for marking you are agreeing to the below
conditions




Answer all of Section A.
Answer five questions in Section B (one per subsection A to E).
Read each question carefully before answering.

Information





Equal marks are allocated to each section of the paper.
Within Section B equal marks are allocated to each question.
If a question includes reference to ‘your organisation’, this may be interpreted as covering
any organisation with which you are familiar.
The case study is not based on an actual organisation. Any similarities to known
organisations are coincidental.

You will fail the examination if:




You fail to answer five questions in Section B (one per subsection)
and/or
You achieve less than 40% in either Section A or Section B
and/or
You achieve less than 50% overall.

In accordance with the CIPD Plagiarism Policy for Online Remote Examinations you must:








not have any assistance with the exam from friends, family, centre staff or any other
person(s).
not allow friends, family or any other person(s) to sit the exam in their place.
only access course notes or text books (either physical books or downloaded e-books).
not use the internet (other than for sitting the exam), email or additional equipment during the
exam. This includes potential technological/web enabled sources of information such as an
iPod, a mobile phone, a MP3/4 player or similar device, a smartwatch or a wrist watch which
has a data storage device.
use quotation marks for any quotes provided within an answer and clearly reference the
source.
not be involved in any unfair or dishonest practice during the exam.

If any of these conditions are not met during the exam or are later found to be breached, an
investigation will take place and could result in possible disqualification.
The only material you are allowed to bring to the exam is a printed copy of the case study provided
it is free of notes.
You may only use your phone or email in order to contact CIPD if you experience any issues
during the examination.
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May 2021- 7HRC Examiners Report
Introduction
This report is feedback on the results from an open-book exam which candidates took at their homes. They were
instructed at the beginning of the report that:









not have any assistance with the exam from friends, family, centre staff or any other
person(s).
not allow friends, family or any other person(s) to sit the exam in their place.
only access course notes or text books (either physical books or downloaded e-books).
not use the internet (other than for sitting the exam), email or additional equipment during the
exam. This includes potential technological/web enabled sources of information such as an
iPod, a mobile phone, a MP3/4 player or similar device, a smartwatch or a wrist watch which
has a data storage device.
use quotation marks for any quotes provided within an answer and clearly reference the
source.
not be involved in any unfair or dishonest practice during the exam.

The majority of candidates respected this. Those who either made heavy use of referenced sources, or appeared
to plagiarise, were much more likely to have produced answers that did not meet the standard irrespective of
the possible plagiarism. I will discuss this in relation to individual questions. The essence of the problem is that
copying someone else’s work does not, in itself, meet the requirements set out in the General Assessment
Criteria. At the time of reporting the scripts have not been through Turnitin. The overall pass rate has declined
by 4% and this is in those with an outright fail. The mid-grades – merit and pass – are largely unchanged. One
provider was particularly weak with a third of all marginal and outright fails coming from its Centres. Additional
moderation was undertaken for these scripts, to ensure parity of outcome and adherence to the decisions of the
Standardisation Committee. These marks and percentages should be read with this in mind. The pass rate
continues to be in the range 60% – 69%.

Marks
Distinction
Merit
Pass
Marginal Fail
Fail
Total

Jan 21
15
43
113
31
55
257

Percentage %
May 21
9
51
129
28
86
303

Jan 21
6
17
44
12
21
100%

May 21
3
17
43
9
28
100%
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SECTION A
This is the case study that was released to you 4 weeks ago. You can read below and also
open in a web browser using the link below to refer to when answering your questions:
https://www.cipd.co.uk/learn/training/pre-2021-qualifications/advanced-exam-info/case-studies

Note: In your responses, you are allowed to improvise or add to the case study details
provided below. However, the case study should not be changed or compromised in any
way.
The shareholders meeting is due to meet in three weeks’ time at which the MD must present the
new business plan for approval. The shareholders’ decisions are decided by a majority vote of
75%.
You have been asked to assist in the research and preparation of a discussion report for the
Board of Directors. This report will examine all of the proposals of the directors and help them
to reach agreement which they will present to the shareholders’ meeting.
Introduction
The first thing that candidates should consider is the overarching requirements, as set out before the
individual tasks. Linking this to the GAC the requirements are for Business Acumen in presenting
recommendations that meet the expectations of the shareholders and will be clearly improve the
business model. Persuasiveness in style to help the Directors in their decision and its presentation to
the Board. Research to support the credibility of the proposals. Knowledge and Understanding of the
case study organisation and its environment, and the ability to Apply this to the case study. The
majority of candidates did not write in the style of a discussion report, nor did they address their report
to the board of Directors. In the main the answers were written as essays.
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SECTION A
Learning Outcomes: 3 & 4: How organisational and HR strategies are shaped by and developed in
response to internal and external environmental factors. The market and competitive environments
of organisations and how organisational leaders and the HR function respond to them.
It is recommended you spend equal time on each question in this section.
The shareholders meeting is due to meet in three weeks’ time at which the MD must present the new
business plan for approval. The shareholders’ decisions are decided by a majority vote of 75%.
You have been asked to assist in the research and preparation of a discussion report for the Board of
Directors. This report will examine all of the proposals of the directors and help them to reach
agreement which they will present to the shareholders’ meeting.

Question 1

Critically analyse the external environment of company A&B using aspects of the STEEPLE model,
as appropriate. You should cover issues relating to each of the proposals to provide a wellresearched discussion document.

Chief Examiner comments on Question 1
It was highly likely that the STEEPLE model was anticipated by many candidates and that they undertook
research identify many of the external factors that faced the case study organisation. This was good use of
their advance preparatory time. However, a number of candidates did not apply the model to the context of
the case study. Consequently, statements were left ‘in the air’ lacking significance or relevance to the case
study. Candidates need to be reminded that they must adhere to the form and context of the tasks. They
may benefit from having the GAC with them, as a reminder of what is needed.
The best answers came from those who also realised that not all elements of the STEEPLE would impact on
proposals, and that a complete STEEPLE analysis was not needed. They approached the case study
through the proposals Each one was outlined, and specific subjects from the STEEPLE assessed against it.
Candidates must avoid copying out what they have prepared.
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Question 2

Recommend a proposal that is most likely to satisfy the Board of Directors, be accepted by the
shareholders, and meet the company’s objectives. You may identify a single proposal or combine
aspects of different proposals. Justify your choice.

Chief Examiner comments on Question 2
There were some good answers to Task 2, typically from those who had produced a good analysis in Task
1. Most combined the existing proposals and drew on their previous answer to provide justification. Weaker
answers lacked much by way of supporting arguments. Candidates would benefit from looking across all
three tasks to identify how they link together.
Answers that built an argument and structured their answer to lead to the recommendations were generally
stronger and tended to consider the likely reaction of stakeholders.
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Question 3

Chief Examiner comments on Question 3
This was the weakest response, with a significant number of candidates knowing little about the vertical
integration model, and others who applied it to the organisation but not HR. Supply chain integration was
not required, and the question was phrased to lead candidates specifically to HR. Those candidates who
had a good knowledge of theory in this field excelled. While there was evidence of thorough research in
some answers, several candidates produced relatively short answers which does raise the question of how
much preparation some students undertake. With many candidates not even reaching for Farnham’s
textbook there may be an issue about their understanding of how to undertake an open book exam. Whilst
it is highly likely that most of you are guiding candidates on undertaking an open book exam, you may want
to consider whether they need guidance on what to have available for the exam.
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SECTION B
Answer FIVE questions in this section, ONE per subsection A to E.
For example, you need to answer either:
A1 OR A2
B3 OR B4
C5 OR C6
D7 OR D8
E9 OR E10
DO NOT ANSWER BOTH QUESTIONS IN EACH SUBSECTION
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SECTION B
Please only answer A1 OR A2.

A1
Learning Outcome 7: Government policy and legal regulation and how these shape and impact
on organisational and HR strategies and HR practices.

In recent times, as a consequence of the pandemic, Governments have initiated major changes that
have impacted upon whole sectors of industry. In some cases, these externally imposed constraints
accelerated what had previously been emergent change. Identify any TWO government regulations
that may have affected some sectors in this way and what their organisations can do to retain control
of their i.activities.
.

Chief Examiner comments on Question A1
Virtually all candidates identified two relevant regulations, generally cogent explanation, but there were only
a few good answers. A majority failed to consider ‘retain control’ beyond controlling employees who were
working from home and there was, thus, a tendency to ‘slip’ into answering question 10. Better answers gave
an account of how the regulations had accelerated emergent changes. Candidates need to ensure that they
fulfil every part of a question. In particular it may be that they get into the first part of the question and then
forget or lose time, for the final part. The issue of control needed to be critically analysed. The best answers
recognised and the importance of control to HR.
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SECTION B
Please only answer A1 OR A2.

A2
Learning Outcome 7: Government policy and legal regulation and how these shape and
impact on organisational and HR strategies and HR practices.

Responding to the spread of Responding to the spread of Covid across countries governments have
imposed major restrictions on international travel. Identify and critically analyse the impact this has had
on organisational and HR strategies/practices in TWO international industries.
AND
What actions should Governments take to support these industries when all restrictions are lifted.
Justify your answer.

Chief Examiner comments on Question A2
This was the less popular of the two questions. It required a depth of analysis and those candidates that did
tackle it provided sound responses. Some good coverage of what the government might do to support the
industries were chosen and again those answers which presented supporting and referenced evidence
were strengthened by this inclusion. The general weakness in answers was the response to the second
part of the question. Typically, very brief with little by way of justification. The comments above also applies
here.
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SECTION B
Please only answer B3 OR B4.

B3
Learning Outcome 6: Demographic, social and technological trends and how they shape and
impact on organisational and HR strategies and HR practices.

As a result of the pandemic a generation of young people has missed out on education and
experienced changes in the way their education is delivered and examined. Social as well as
educational life has suffered. Inequalities have been exposed.
Critically analyse up to THREE sources of inequality and their negative impact on the educational and
job opportunities of this (Covid) generation.
AND
What actions can HR take to create equal opportunities when these young people apply for work?
Justify your answer with reference to your reading.

Chief Examiner comments on Question B3
Despite being able to identify some action that HR can take to create equal opportunities, many struggled to
clearly identify up to three sources of inequality. Many did not fully read or digest what exactly the question
asked, as many focused on the impact that the pandemic has had on the education of young people, rather
than the causes of the inequality that has affected this impact. Some talked generally about responses to the
pandemic others considered inequality broadly and again not specifically in the current context. Candidates
must recognise that failure to apply the context means that they are missing one of the GAC criteria and this
will impact upon their grade. This is same issue was identified in many case study answers and candidates
may need to be more familiar with the GAC and practice how to apply its component parts to their answers.
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SECTION B
Please only answer B3 OR B4.

B4
Learning Outcome 6: Demographic, social and technological trends and how they shape and
impact on organisational and HR strategies and HR practices.

You and a friend are having a night in with take-away food. Your friend comments “have you noticed
that pizza deliverers are almost exclusively male?”.
Critically analyse why this might be the case in terms of a) economic and social considerations, and
b) gendered jobs. Justify your answer with reference to your reading.
Identify and critically analyse the effectiveness of any THREE actions governments have taken to
bring down the level of unemployment. Justify your answer.
AND
What can HR do to make the work more attractive to women? Justify your answer.

Chief Examiner comments on Question B4
There are three parts to this question – two in the first part and one in the second; this presents a
straightforward framework for an answer. While there were some competent or better answers, many failed
to provide an analysis of the economic and social impact on job choice and how gendered jobs may also
influence this choice. Again, the second part was often brief and made general comments around ‘familyfriendly’ policies rather than the specific issues that pizza delivery work might highlight for women. A
number lost the late night working and associated lone worker safety issues. In this question candidates
needed to have knowledge of pizza delivery in terms of both context and content. It is not given in the
question but is crucial to be able to identify and apply the job in relation to “a) economic and social
considerations, and b) gendered jobs”. Similarly coming up with some creative ways for HR to make the
work more attractive, was limited. Questions usually have a flow to them, connecting one part with the next.
Accordingly, candidates should identify the flow; to make a strong start for the answer give something for
other parts of a question to build upon
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SECTION B
Please only answer C5 OR C6.

C5
Learning Outcome 5: Globalisation and international forces and how they shape and impact on
organisational and HR strategies and HR practices.

The increase of trade around the world, especially by large organisations trading goods in many
countries, is creating a situation in which available goods and services gradually become similar in
all parts of the world.
Critically analyse whether the trend to a unified social and cultural approach to trading might be a
desirable approach for the delivery of HR, as part of developing a globalised future. Draw upon
reputable publications and research to support your argument.

Chief Examiner comments on Question C5
The first point I want to draw attention to is the final sentence of the question. This is an open book exam
and yet many candidates were not well-skilled in identifying and applying work from reputable publications
and research. The ability to speedily identify appropriate evidence to inform and support an issue is needed
for open book exams. Instead of reaching for something from the memory, it requires candidates to ‘know
where to look’ for relevant information, and then how to apply it. A number of those who reached for
reputable research to this question used Hofstede’s model. This created the opportunity for them to explore
whether and why HR could or should follow the unified way and develop a single approach to dealing with
social and cultural issues across many countries.
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SECTION B
Please only answer C5 OR C6.

C6
Learning Outcome 5: Globalisation and international forces and how they shape and impact on
organisational and HR strategies and HR practices

Globalisation is at the heart of many organisations; they have to be alert at scanning the global
environment and skilled at managing change. This is particularly important to the UK as it adopts
new arrangements to deal with the consequences of Brexit.
i.
What are the main conditions under which change must be speedy? Identify any ONE Brexitrelated example where change had to be undertaken speedily, and critically evaluate the
implications of this for the way that change is managed. Draw upon reputable publications and

Chief Examiner comments on Question C6
The opening point previously made about answering question 5 also applies here. Strong candidates
recognised the need for change management theory, and to identify one model suited to ‘speedy change’.
There were some very good answers to the question, but also many fell short of the pass mark. This tended
to happen where candidates failed to recognise that speedy change was at the heart of the question - despite
it being clearly stated in the question. Of course, we had to come back to the ‘old chestnut’ of ‘read the whole
question’. The question breaks down into three parts, all concerned with speedy change, and they are:
conditions; example; and management. Setting out the key points of each question can help clear the mind
and recall ‘reputable publications and research’ that are relevant to the answer.
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SECTION B
Please only answer D7 OR D8.

D7
Learning Outcome 2: The managerial and business environment within which HR
professionals work.

Marketing has been described as the interface between organisations and their customers. Critically
analyse the role and functions of marketing, and how different types of organisations and their
customers impact upon them.
AND
Reflect on what marketing can do to support the work of HRM. Draw upon your own organisation in
your answer.

Chief Examiner comments on Question D7
This was a straightforward question for those who chose to use the 5Ps model of marketing. The most
common weakness was the failure to examine the roles and functions of marketing and the 5P model was a
strong model to use. Good answers identified the impact of customers and organisational types on this. Most
were able to say something about the support that marketing can offer HR though many of the less strong
answers simply focussed on promotion of the brand. To score higher marks candidates needed to critically
analyse the role of marketing as well as link it to what the function might do to support HRM.
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SECTION B
Please only answer D7 OR D8.

D8
Learning Outcome 2: The managerial and business environment within which HR
professionals work

In organisations of various types, the Head of Finance invariably is also a Director on
the Board. Critically examine what aspects of Finance are dealt with at Board level.
AND
Reflect on why HR is less likely to have a place on the Board. Draw upon your own
organisation in your answer.

Chief Examiner comments on Question D8
The first part of this question was set with the explicit aim of getting candidates beyond discussing expenses
and budgets. The differentiator here was the extent to which candidates showed sufficient knowledge of the
more strategic elements of Finance and their importance. There were some strong answers, and this was
reflected in the grade they were awarded. The question really exposed those candidates with a lack of
appreciation of the role of strategic finance within organisations. You may want to reflect upon how to get
candidates to engage with Finance. There tends to be a view that HR people do not like numbers. In the
workplace, several of the answers to this question would be seen as proof of this ‘view’. Some candidates
answered the question in terms of why HR should be on the Board, rather than why it isn’t. Regular message
to candidates: Read the question and answer that, not the version that you wish it had been.
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SECTION B
Please only answer E9 OR E10.

E9
Learning Outcome 1: Contemporary organisations and their principal environments.

A friend who has just left their first (temporary) post as a junior HR Assistant is talking to you about
whether they might change profession: “I just think that the HR profession is under-appreciated and
maybe has lost its caring empathetic side. Employees need an intermediary to support them. I want
somewhere that I can use soft people skills and be appreciated for the help and support I give”.
Critically analyse their experience and, drawing upon your knowledge of the different factors that can
influence contemporary organisations, discuss the type of organisation where HR might be compatible
with their work ethic, and then, what their next course of action should be.

Chief Examiner comments on Question E9
Overall, few candidates tackled this question and those who did answered rather anecdotally and did not
approach it with the intellectual rigour required at Level 7. It is important for candidates to understand that
irrespective of whether the context of a question is informal (as here, talking to a friend) or formal, (such as
reporting to a line manager), the answer must be formally presented and strongly informed by the appropriate
elements and use of the GAC. Better answers were systematic in unpicking why the individual needed to
change and used theory to support what they might choose to do next.
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SECTION B
Please only answer E9 OR E10.

E10
Learning Outcome 1: Contemporary organisations and their principal environments

In a group social meeting the following conversation took place:
John: I’m enjoying working from home. I can work when I want as long as I complete that day’s work.
I don’t have a manager ‘breathing down my neck’ either.
Michael: I’m not enjoying it, but at least I’ve saved money that I would have spent on travelling to
work.
Ruby: I’m exhausted. Working when you choose is fine, but to fit round my children’s homeschooling I end up working early mornings and late nights.
Emma: I’ve changed to part-time working. It’s the only way I can manage because we’ve only one
lap-top and the children need it for their homework and on-line tutorials.
Michael: These meetings are my lifeline; without them I can go days and not speak to anyone.
Identify the issues that arise from this conversation and the potential consequences for individual
members of the group.
What short term practical steps can HR take to support these workers?

Chief Examiner comments on Question E10
The stages of this question are: first the issues; then their consequences; and finally support from HR.
Whilst this might seem fairly straightforward a number of candidates missed the main points of the third
stage – that the steps should be short-term and should be practical. Again, the context of the question is
informal though the way in which you must respond is not. Those that did not pass, failed to address all
parts of the question. Those that passed, were distinguished by the level of discussion on the issues and
practical steps. The better answers also considered the consequences of the issues, showing a good level
of business orientation. Those that failed typically wrote ‘general’ accounts of the issues and/or described
general policy issues rather than HR’s short-term practical assistance. It was also noted here that some
candidates wrote mainly about home working in an attempt to ‘shoe-horn’ in a response to an earlier exam
question on this topic. Accordingly, although the topic was relevant, the context was not. This point also
applies to question B4 where much was written about life/work and home/work balance, linking better to a
question from a previous paper than to the one set. Candidates must avoid assuming that subjects covered
in their current examination can be answered the same way as those from earlier exam papers. We’re back
to context again.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
A number of you will have many years delivering and managing CIPD programmes. I understand that you will
recognise the issues I am raising - both positive and negative. They are still worth emphasising again in this
Report, and in particular I hope they give you some insight of how candidates approach exam questions. I have
gathered the main points from feedback on individual questions to focus on three main issues. First, context and
requirements. Second, foundation, and flow and finish. Third, handling an open book exam.
Candidates need to be reminded that they must adhere to the form and context of the tasks. They may benefit
from having the GAC with them, as a reminder of what is needed.
It is important for candidates to understand that irrespective of whether the context of a question is informal (e.g.,
talking to a friend) or formal, (such as reporting to a line manager), the answer must be formally presented and
strongly informed by the GAC.
Candidates must avoid assuming that subjects covered in their current examination can be answered the same
way as those from earlier exam papers.
Read the question and answer that, not the version that you wish it had been.
Applying to context and applying the GAC appeared in the general comments last year. Candidates need to take
on the role assigned them for the case study and the tasks they are given. They need to stay ‘in role’ to answer
in the style and context the stem of the case study questions asks for. I wonder whether practicing ‘role playing’
to answer questions might be a useful approach. If any of you use this it would be good if you could share it with
other tutors.
Candidates would benefit from looking across all (three) tasks to identify how they link together.
Candidates need to ensure that they fulfil every part of a question. In particular it may be that they get into the
first part of the question and then forget or lose time, for the final part.
Questions usually have a flow to them, connecting one part with the next. Accordingly, candidates should identify
the flow; to make a strong start for the answer give something for other parts of a question to build upon.
Whilst the number of tasks may vary, the approach to them tends to stay the same. The first task asks for
analysis of the foundation of the case study using a model, or parts of a model. The second question will build
upon the first and often it will be concerned with forward-thinking. The strength of the first answer will provide a
guide to the second, and similarly the third task will link to the second. This means that reliance on a preprepared model will not provide a strong foundation if it is not based on the actual case study.
The ability to speedily identify appropriate evidence to inform and support an issue is needed for open book
exams. Instead of reaching for something from the memory, it requires candidates to ‘know where to look’ for
relevant information, and then how to apply it.
Setting out the key points of each question can help clear the mind and recall ‘reputable publications and
research’ that are relevant to the answer.
You may want to consider whether they (candidates) need guidance on what to have available for the exam.
For many candidates this may be their first time answering an open book exam. There are a number of pitfalls
which candidates need to recognise. The worst is assuming that, with books and journals available, all the work
can be undertaken once they see each task and question without preparing. Another commonly seen one is
being able to quote direct from the books and journals and assume that the quote (or paraphrase) is an answer
to the question. The third pitfall worth drawing attention to is plagiarism. All the candidate submissions are put
through Turnitin and CIPD has a very strict approach to suspected plagiarism.
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And finally: Of course, we had to come back to the ‘old chestnut’ of ‘read the whole question’.
Regular message to candidates: Read the question and answer that, not the version that you wish it had been.
My best wishes to you all for the coming academic year, both the traditional year and those providing rolling
programmes.

Dr Sue Speakman (Chief Examiner HRC)
and on behalf of the CIPD Team of Examiners
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----- END OF EXAMINATION ---Please save this file with your Candidate Number as the file name and email to
exams@cipd.co.uk by 14.15 (UK time)
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